Recommendations-Group Courses
PRE-INTERMEDIATE CLIENTS
“The Spanish language course was very flexible and useful, instilling confidence in
those attending the Spanish lessons and encouraging them to try to speak the
language to native speakers.” Denisse Riddell
“A very flexible and professional service that matched well my requirements.”
Richard Smith
“We would definitely recommend Spanish Lessons in Surrey not only did we find it
fun, but we have also gained a sound knowledge of the basics of Spanish which will
undoubtedly help us in our travels to Central America.”
Natalie Homalia & Dereck Murray
“Martha Jesty, Spanish teacher, was excellent and I felt relaxed during my Spanish
lessons. I have been enormously encouraged to speak Spanish during my weekly
lessons. They went at my own pace of learning, and I felt confident speaking a
foreign language.” Lady Crickhowell
“A very positive experience. I can have no complaints! Homework correction detailed
and prompt, grammar presentation. My Spanish tutor, Martha Jesty, was patient and
well explained, her knowledge of Latin American culture was a bonus. I enjoyed my
Spanish lessons very much.” Matthew Heard
“A fun small and social group in which to meet friends and learn Spanish in a nonschool environment. Much more useful than standard evening classes that are only
geared for holiday users.” Tessa de La Vega
“Excellent value, the small size of the class made for a more intense lesson.”
David Kerr

INTERMEDIATE
“Martha Jesty is an excellent teacher. Using her skills, she identified the right level
to approach the classes and was very patient in explaining elements of the language
and how they should be used. She is a very dynamic and enthusiastic person and
clearly has a plan for each class which builds on the knowledge previously imparted.
Martha’s knowledge of Spanish in Latin America and the differences with Spain was
deep and interesting and amusing. The SLS quality of service is very good. The
structure of the lessons and materials used is aids were excellent. In addition, the
monthly meetings for conversation in the local pub are very useful and great fun.
The process has certainly improved my Spanish and encourage me to continue
learning and practicing.” Roger Welsh

“I found Martha Jesty very flexible, organized, warm and friendly teacher. It was a
very good experience to be in a small group discussing every class issues in
Spanish. I am definitely better at Spanish after my lessons at Spanish Lessons in
Surrey . We had fun and engaging activities with varied learning tasks. Martha is an
excellent teacher with excellent knowledge of regional differences in Spanish.”
Luke Whelan
“Very dynamic and efficient way of teaching Spanish, lots of fun and grammar points
covered with different tasks and activities. Loved my Spanish classes”. Ann Brown
“An encouraging way to learn Spanish where all of us were at the same level of
learning, something that you don’t find in a local Adult Education programme.”
Andrew Manning
“After many years of not studying Spanish in London, Spanish Lessons in Surrey has
renewed my interest in taking up the language again, they were excellent overall
and the range of teachers they have are a niche in the UK market.” Gene Clecley
“A very positive experience. I can have no complaints! Homework correction detailed
and prompt, grammar presentation, Spanish tutor was patient and well explained,
knowledge of Latin American culture was a bonus. I enjoyed my Spanish lessons
very much.” Matthew Heard
“I like Martha’s enthusiasm. I liked the introduction to books/ stories at my level
which I can read and understand. The small class size is beneficial. The classes are
varied and include different methodologies which is very useful. We cover a lot in
class. The classes give a structure to learning you can then practice and go over on
your own when is essential for it being returned. I feel there is more opportunity to
participate compared with other adult education course I have attended.”
Janet Martin
“Martha Jesty was a warm and encouraging teacher. She was enthusiastic about her
language and her culture, and I learned a lot about Peru & Peruvians. She was
always pleased when I demonstrated that I have grasped something, and patient
when I hadn’t. I think that she is an excellent communicator and teacher. I was
delighted to start to relearn Spanish. Although I made many mistakes, Martha
encouraged me to speak the language, and I think I became more willing to have a
go!” Sally Wilson
“The lessons at Spanish Lessons in Surrey were very comprehensive. Covered many
cultural aspects of Spain and South America. The conversation helped to improve
our grasp of the language and our fluency. Martha Jesty is very enthusiastic and
makes the lessons great fun. She is very patient and explains everything very
clearly. The lessons were great fun and very helpful. It has encouraged us to
continue with our lessons. We probably need to put in more work before our next
course. We will be attending another course in the new year.” Janet Welsh
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